Blueprint 2018 for the creation of the people’s paradise
and the Global Agenda to achieve and maintain it

by Reni Sentana-Ries

The GLOBAL AGENDA of the Federation of Free Planets
(Part 1 of 10)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, November 22, 2018

The “Global Agenda ” was written by myself while I was in involuntary
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seclusion (2006) and have authored it with the intent of seeing it
implemented (globally eventually) in the western world of North
America and Europe to begin with.

The energy’ for writing the way I did came from the fact that an
injustice was done to me by the power of a law which should never
have been placed into the Canadian law books, a law which makes
truth a culprit, so traitors and infiltrators can remain protected.

That confinement gave me a pen of boldness which was necessary in
light of the dire situation of mankind as a whole.

Does the boldness of speech then make me a narcissist if I also refer to
the “Office” I hold in realms of galactic High Councils? My answer is
“No!” and your answer will be found in your response to the next series
of publications here on Facebook under the heading of THE GLOBAL
AGENDA. They will be diametrically opposed to the much hailed “New
International Order” which I consider to be an elitist instrument for the
entrenchment of global slavery.

(The following was written in September 2006)
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THE GLOBAL AGENDA
Introduction
(Addressed to commanders and admirals of all militaries, and to all national leaders.)

I am not running a democracy here! This is dictatorship at its finest. You
will execute my orders or step aside for someone who will, for TO YOU
THEY ARE THE LAW! You are now accountable to me and I will be the
link to assure your accountability back to the people. I in turn report to
the High Council of the Federation of Free Planets which has decreed
that this mission must not fail! The effect of our success will go far
beyond this planet, and I therefore trust no one except myself and
Uthrania with an assignment of this magnitude!
I have said I am your Counselor. That is so, but now I am also your
General and Commander in Chief, and in that sense all issues raised
here have become a military operation!
If you have gained power over the
affairs of your nation through the process of elections and implement
my orders I want you to remain in your office until you elect to step
down at your own volition.
(To the political leadership of nations I say):

If you have been democratically elected and refuse to implement the
laws of this agenda, you must step aside for one who will. And in no
wise will I permit any one to use religion or tradition as an excuse for
failing to implement any of the matters spelled out in this agenda!
You will recognize whether issues raised here apply to you and your
nation, and you are at liberty to correct ills of similar nature at your
own initiative.
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Surround yourself with a team of likeminded men and women, and
your people will love you in return for your collaboration with us.
Prepare for my first visit to you by having a SECURITY PANEL ready for
me to meet with. The Agenda itself will be released in manageable
steps when I am out of this confinement and back on internet.
(Do not mind the futuristic flair of these writings. I realize we are not there yet, but mankind’s
survival depends on getting there! -Reni Sentana-Ries)

The GLOBAL AGENDA of the Federation of Free Planets
(Part 1a)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, November 28, 2018

A transfer of control over the U.S. Military must happen away from the
Hidden Hand Family to that of myself.
Failing it, this world is doomed!

(Copied from my records, created November 2006)

To all Military Generals of this Planet!
"Listen to Me, General!"

I believe that between Saddam’s own claim of being back as
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Nebuchadnezzar’s reincarnation and our sympathetic articles in
defense of him, combined with our promise to lift Osama onto the
Throne of Russia, the ruling establishment of Washington must have
rediscovered the prophetic validity of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, and in
their madness sought an excuse before the public to kill both men by
assailing their nations in order to prevent his prophecy from
materializing.
And so we came to witness the destruction of impoverished
Afghanistan and that of a potentially prosperous Iraq.
It is not so much that they are afraid of these two men; they are afraid
however of the rock hitting the King’s statute at its feet of iron and
clay with all its implications of filling the Earth and the loss of their
power!
And so the downing of the two towers in New York, along with pinning
the blame for it on the innocent, gave them that excuse. Iraq then was
falsely accused of harboring weapons of mass destruction, providing
through this lie the excuse before the American public to attack Iraq
and kill Saddam.
The attack on the Pentagon building was to camouflage the origin of
the attack on the towers. (Well, not really. It was to destroy the computer containing
evidence of over 2 trillion Dollars of misappropriated (unaccounted-for) funds. -R. S.-R., 2018).

We were informed by the starship commanders of the Federation that
should Washington succeed to kill Osama, they (the starship
commanders) would then destroy the entire Earth. This left me without
choice but to take command of the U.S. Military in order to prevent this
murder from happening which would trigger the destruction of this
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planet together with its people on it.
My command of the U.S. military would then also block
Nebuchadnezzar’s prophetic dream from being foiled by elements in
Washington who understand prophecy, but unfortunately have run
the affairs there until today in a rather debauched manner.
While they may understand simple prophecy, they however do not
understand the consequences to the world and themselves for a
successful foiling of true prophecy.
In order for the rock to do its work of filling the Earth, Earth must be
reintegrated into the FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS. Yet only a
reclamation of its people can make this possible as they regain their
long lost paradise. What follows is the pathway leading to that
outcome.
People, never in thousands of years have you come closer to achieving
your exaltation into higher worlds of glorious existing than today, as
you look upon the contents of this site. It operates to provide guidance
and instructions to your leaders and to you, the people who must insist
that all demands on them contained herein are executed with military
precision. Your lives and your future in bliss depend on it!

(This site was developed and completed in Ft. Saskatchewan and Grande Cache, Canada,
November, 2006 AD.)

The GLOBAL AGENDA of the Federation of Free Planets
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(Part 1b)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, November 29, 2018

My main focus is on the governments of the Western World with
particular attention on that of the United States.
The affairs there are chaotic, and with no control over the Pentagon!
That portion of the administration comes from the Hidden Hand, also
called “the Family” who by the power of their money make sure that
that institution (the Pentagon) NEVER falls into shortage of funds
toward the achievements of their, the Hidden Hand globalist owners ’
goal of control and exploitation of mineral resources from all nations of
this world. In order to not have that objective disrupted, they exercise
control over the U.S. Military.

To all Military Generals of this Planet, and to the public!

“The nonsense is over!”

(From my records of November 2006)

The nonsense is over! From now on we will be doing repair work to the
nations!
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I am Reni Sentana-Ries, your Grande World Counselor and one of
Earth’s representatives of the FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS. My
purpose for being here at this time, and for being in this position is to
be your leader in carefully guiding you toward and through the most
precarious time you have ever seen.
Much of it will not be easy, for Earth is beginning to have convulsions
from abuse of the past. But we are here now to let you have a taste of
what you never had a taste of before: PARADISE! This is essential for
you to be emotionally prepared to enter into a completely new
environment with your bodies intact - an environment you have never
seen before!
Since the level of conduct in that new environment into which you will
be transported, is significantly above that in which you are living now, it
is mandatory that you taste paradise, for otherwise you will not go
there!
The great misconception religion has given you so far is to believe that
paradise is what you enter into when you die. Not so! Paradise is what
you build where you are, otherwise you cannot have it. You will
stagger like a drunkard back and forth, fall over on your face, only to
get up and stagger some more. (I’m speaking of successive incarnations here, if you
get my meaning.)

Don’t think for one minute that you have not had a life stream on this
Earth before. Probably many, you just can’t remember, and you are
now at this moment here again to learn from us that which you failed in
the past to learn, that is, to build your paradise in order to qualify for
entry into the next level of your training on a higher plane, and move
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on in the experiencing of joy for being alive, as you owe it to
yourselves!
I will assist you in it, and so, what this website will do is, it will contain
an agenda, sort of a things-to-do list with items for you, your leaders,
and your Generals to implement in order to straighten out the mess
you are in, and in that manner we will show you how to solve your
problems.
I say “we”, for I am not alone in this. I have by my side Uthrania who
has gifts going beyond those of my own. We also draw from our
connection to the Commanders of the Federation of Free Planets.
Certain books in our possession we will publish for you to leam from,
others we may not. Religiously we make no claims except to say that
Daniel interpreted King Nebuchadnezzar’s dream correctly in which
President Saddam Hussein sees himself at both ends of the time scale.
I also must state here to the dishonor of so-called Christian leaders of
the United States that the insane persecution on Osama bin Laden is a
replica of what he went through 2000 years ago. And therefore I have
decided to honor my friend Osama by making him the heir to my
Throne out of which I got bounced in the days of the 1917 Bolshevik
Revolution. And that is all you inquirers need to know at this time, who
seek a religious connection in all this.
We are not here to fulfill your doctrinal misconceptions but to instill
upon you our assertion that the time has come for your reclamation,
and that is enough.
I will also go into an agreement with hopefully all governments of this
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planet to provide for their people an accurate translation of this site
into the languages their people speak in order that no one be left out of
learning all matters essential for the progression of their souls. This
may also be the case for China for as long as the Chinese people have
not identified their own guide more familiar with their customs and
traditions than I am.
I am the Chief Editor of this site. I write on any topic I wish. Any book
we publish will be available on this site in .pdf format for free. Those of
you who wish to have a copy from a publisher may acquire one from a
book store. Our effort is not for gain but for making information
available to you which you have not been aware of before.
We also have no secrets, for anything we share with Government you
will learn about from this site, and thereby we will restore
accountability of Government back to you, the people!
Should this site grow to become massive, then all will remain accessible
to you by a set of links.
Vital to the stability and performance of the economic order of
paradise is the establishment of SECURITY PANEL in each country.
Guidance for the initial set-up of these Panels you have under the link
called “SECURITY PANEL.”
Be not alarmed when you find that its introduction alters governmental
structure as well as shifts areas of jurisdiction. The powers assigned to
this panel will only affect your present or future position of either
regular or substantial public trust if in the Panel’s unanimous opinion
you as leader misuse the power of your office detrimental to the
interests of the people, and also in contravention to the principles of a
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paradisaical society. What these principles are you will learn from this
site.

(End of quotation from my records of November 2006)

The GLOBAL AGENDA of the Federation of Free Planets INTERPRETATIONS

(Part 1c)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, December 1, 2018

The series “Restoring Paradise” is a reproduction here on Facebook
from my website http://freeEarthsystem.net . It’s meant for all those
folks who freely browse around in my Facebook page, but never go into
my two websites, and yet do not completely understand the purpose of
my own and Uthrania’s public appearance at this time in mankind’s
turmoiled history.
Do not be offended when I base the authority of my words on an Office
I hold via-a-vis the people and their need for a restoration back to true
dignity at this time.
For ascribing titles to my Office I make also no excuse because they
have been given me through various readings and out of scribings, and
therefore the validity of the Office I hold is independent on anyone’s
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recognition or approval.

The text following was developed in 2006.

The GLOBAL AGENDA
INTERPRETATIONS

SECURITY PANEL = A group of 12 men and 12 women in charge of
national security pertaining to the paradisaical economic system.
It is accountable to the High Council of the Federation of Free Planets.

WING OF THE ARMED NATIONAL POLICE FORCE IN CHARGE OF
SECURITY, SURVEILLANCE AND ENFORCEMENT = A uniformed armed
police force especially assigned to conduct surveillance, to which all
other plain clothes undercover agencies are reporting. Reports to the
SECURITY PANEL.

REGULAR ARMED NATIONAL POLICE FORCE = A uniformed armed
police force in charge of all aspects of public order, excluding security
surveillance. Reports to the national government.
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THE GLOBAL AGENDA = A set of mandatory instructions to
governments or Military Generals issued by the Grande World
Counselor, Reni Sentana-Ries. It may also consist of teaching for the
expansion of people’s understanding.

OFFICE OF SUBSTANTIAL PUBLIC TRUST = A position held by any leader
of a country, a president, prime minister, governor of a state or
province, and mayors of cities and towns of over 24,000 residents.
Initially accountable to the Grande World Counselor, lateron to the
SECURITY PANEL.

OFFICE OF REGULAR PUBLIC TRUST = Any position within the
governmental structure below that of a national leader, president,
premier, prime minister, governor or mayor. Reporting to the next level
of authority above its own rank.

PLAIN CLOTHES SECURITY AGENCIES = i.e. CIA, NSA, CSE, CSIS, MI5,
MI6, FSB.
Reporting to the security wing of the armed national police force, but
will be reformed into agencies with a new and wholesome philosophy.

THE NATIONAL MILITARY = Any, Navy, Air Force, or infantry. Their
generals report to the SECURITY PANEL, except for that of the U.S. and
Russian militaries. The latter two report to the Grande World Counselor
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as their Commander-in-Chief, and after he has left the world scene will
they report to their respective national SECURITY PANEL.

GENERALS = Top Military Admirals, Commanders, and Chiefs.

ROYALTY = Royalty distinction will become abolished in the New Era.

The GLOBAL AGENDA of the Federation of Free Planets
(Part 2 of 10)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, November 23, 2018

For the success of the mission to restore paradise back to the people
(who have lost it eons ago), it becomes necessary that the charge over
the militaries of the western world be given to me!
And why is that so? Simply because at this time control rests with the
Hidden Hand who in their own writings have assured that should
there be ONE nation’s leader not willing to submit to the bankers ’
control of the national military, they would find a way to recruit the
militaries of other nations still under their control to make war on the
one in insubordination! (In that manner Iraq and Libya were destroyed.)
So don’t fret at me when my speech in this agenda recording is tough
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and straight forward! That is military style! You military men either
accept my authority, or perish, but understand that with your
intransigence you will not only drag yourself down into a perdition, but
also your families and that of the people of this world!

Bear in mind, and I repeat, paradise on Earth cannot be restored in
isolation of one nation from the rest! Under currently prevailing
conditions one, or a small group of nations, attempting to break free
would be destroyed by others still under the control of the Rothschilds.
The global transformation into the order of paradise must be
happening by the consent of ALL, and all at the same time.
In confirmation of what I have just said let me quote to you part of a
conversation between a member of the Above Top Secret team and
someone from the "Hidden Hand Family”:

(quote)

ATS (Above Top Secret agent contact): How do we become
freemen?

HH (Hidden Hand, member of the “Family”): You will never be ’free’ for
as long as you are incarnating on this planet! The very nature of your
being here is indication of that.
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There is a reason why you are here, and 'here’ is very likely not really
where you think here is.
How do you become free? By working out where you are, and coming
to an understanding, of why you are here!

You are fast running out of time to do so before the coming Harvest.
Those that don’t make it, will have to repeat the cycle.

ATS: Is the Messiah alive today?

HH (Hidden Hand): There is no "Messiah". Stop looking outside of
yourself for ’salvation’! Is there what you might call a ’Christ
Consciousness' alive, then yes, in a manner of speaking, though not in
your 3rd Density awareness. Our realms of influence do not fit as
comfortably into the three boxes of your triangle as you may imagine.
There are six disciplines of training within the Family, and each member
of the Family is schooled extensively in all of them, from early childhood.
We all have an area of specialty, though we have experience in all
spheres.
The six spheres or 'schools' of learning are Military, Government,
Spiritual, Scholarship, Leadership, and Sciences. In practice, out there
on the ’stage’ of public life, we hold key positions in all of these main
areas of importance!
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With the addition of a complied Media machine and ownership of your
Financial establishments all bases are covered!

(End quote from the “Dialogue with the Hidden Hand.” Taken from my records of October 2006
-by Reni Sentana-Ries))

Introduction to Agenda Item 1

To all military generals of the United States of America and all generals
or military commanders from all nations of the world do I speak now:
Although I have written items 1 to 3 as distinctly separate packages,
they, as best as you can, must be implemented simultaneously. “Why?”
you may ask. BECAUSE THE ONES WHO CONTROLLED MONEY AND
GOLD OF THE PAST ARE THE SAME WHO ALSO CONTROL THE ATOMIC
BOMBS OF THE PRESENT, AND THE MOMENT YOU ATTEMPT TO
WRESTLE THE POWER OF MONEY AND GOLD AWAY FROM THEM IS THE
TIME THEY WOULD WISH TO TAKE YOU AND THE WORLD DOWN WITH
THEM. DON’T LET THEM!
BE UNITED!!
On their tombstones I want you to place the following mandatory
inscription:
“Only the stars in their wisdom gain prudence to rule over us, for we
are the epitome of their glory.”
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I also want you to secure all H-bombs they placed in tectonic fault lines.

Agenda Item 1:
The Lion of Judah is also the Commander in Chief!

My first item goes to all military generals of the United States, and for
the time being also of Russia:
I herewith put the Army, Navy and Air Force and all their personnel on
notice that today (date yet to be inserted) I am assuming control over your
forces as your Commander in Chief.
This office therefore no longer belongs to the current President of the
United States nor to that of the presidency of Mr. Putin of Russia. The
transition of power is official and immediate, and will become visible
to the world when you generals follow my orders after your
introduction into the contents of this site, and after you interpreted
the signature to my authority correctly:
“Conspiracy Corrupt Unfolded” is completed, and now I want you to
“Listen to Me, General!”
As your Chief Commander I want you to bring the “boys” home out of
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Afghanistan and Iraq, and if the power brokers of Rumsfeld and Co.
don’t like it, arrest them when you get home. And tell them from me:
“The nonsense is over!”
Tell your troop to stop the persecution of Osama bin Laden, and when
he comes out of hiding, for heaven’s sake, keep him safe! Also bring
Saddam with you when you leave Iraq to make sure he is safe. Uthrania
and I wish to meet with both of them. Saddam we will take back to
Iraq ourselves.
This is not a coup, for you still are under my command. It is a mere shift
of power from the incompetent and irresponsible to the competent
and responsible. Your compliance I will report back to the High Council
of the Federation of Free Planets, and they will honour you for it.
Your next assignment will be at home which will not cost the blood of
your men! Agenda items beyond 24 I will release when I get out of this
prison they keep me in.
One more thing: Do you remember Marvin with his big motorcycle
from 1995 in Arizona? He loved the soup I made him and could not get
himself to do the deed. Good man that he is! He still had a heart! Say
hello to him from us the next time you see him. We should have
followed his advice to get out of there sooner.
Oh, and don’t forget to surround the Pentagon building with your
forces just in case there are folks in there trying to give you trouble.
Wherever you generals go when back in the United States, be seen
surrounded by loyal armed troops, and make it a priority to knock at
the office doors to all chiefs of police and security forces throughout
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the country. If anyone of them think that what you do is
unconstitutional and indictable, and that you should be arrested for
what you are doing, then relieve them from their posts and find
someone among them who is still level-headed. Just don’t put up with
nonsense anymore!
I also want them to tell you what they have done with our personal
belongings which we were forced to leave behind in Tempe when we
had to flee the country back into Canada, penniless.
Jim Lawless knows all about that.
While you are talking to the agents there, please let them tell you as
well to whom the treasure of gold coins belongs that was carted away
from the Bank of Nova Scotia out from underneath the rubble of one of
the towers in New York in 2001.
That’s all for now. Be dismissed.

Supplementary Note to the GLOBAL AGENDA
(Part 2a of 10)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, November 24, 2018

In my previous note (Part Two) on this facebook site I copied an excerpt
from a question-and-answer session one of the Above Top Secret
agents had in October 2008 with a member of the Hidden Hand group
of the “Family” which by his own admission control at this time all
facets of our human society world-wide.
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The contact was sent by his group of 13 families to give their victims an
opportunity to learn of what is really happening in their lives and why
their lives are so miserable from perpetual slavery.
Yet prior to 2008 a document was found which may have originated
shortly after the Protocols of the Elders of Zion became leaked and
published (and contested) in Switzerland some 120 years ago, but for
the author of it we have no name.
We dismiss its authenticity at the peril of our own souls, simply because
the fulfillment from these diabolical pronouncements are all around
us everywhere.

The Secret Covenant

(Author Unknown)

1. An illusion it will be, so large, so vast, it will escape their perception!
Those who will see it will be thought of as insane. We will create
separate fronts to prevent them from seeing the connection between
us. We will behave as if we are not connected to keep the illusion alive.

2. Our goal will be accomplished one drop at a time so as to never
bring suspicion upon ourselves. This will also prevent them from seeing
the changes as they occur.
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3. We will work together always and will remain bound by blood and
secrecy.

4. Death will come to he who speaks.

5. We will keep their lifespan short and their minds weak while
pretending to do the opposite.

6. We will use our knowledge of science and technology in subtle ways
so they will never see what is happening.

7. We will use soft metals, aging accelerators and sedatives, in food
and water, also in the air. They will be blanketed by poisons
everywhere they turn. The poisons will be hidden in everything that
surrounds them, in what they drink, eat, breathe and wear.

8. We will create medicine that will make them sicker and cause other
diseases for which we will create yet more medicine. We will render
them docile and weak before us by our power.

9. Their minds will belong to us and they will do as we say. If they
refuse we shall find ways to implement mind-altering technology into
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their lives.

10. We will use fear as our weapon.

11. We will establish their governments and establish opposites
within. We will own both sides.

12. They will perform the labour for us and we shall prosper from their
toil.

13. Our families will never mix with theirs. Our blood must be pure
always, for it is the way.

14. We will make them kill each other when it suits us.

15. We will keep them separated from the oneness by dogma and
religion.

16. We will control all aspects of their lives and tell them what to think
and how.
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17. We will guide them kindly and gently letting them think they are
guiding themselves.

18. We will foment animosity between them through our factions.

19. When a light shall shine among them, we shall extinguish it by
ridicule, or death, whichever suits us best.

20. We will make them rip each other’s hearts apart and kill their own
children.

21. They will bathe in their own blood and kill their neighbours for as
long as we see fit.

22. We will benefit greatly from this, for they will not see us, for they
cannot see us.

23. We will continue to prosper from their wars and their deaths.

24. We will make them live in fear and anger.
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25. We will use all their tools we have to accomplish this. The tools
will be provided by their labour.

26. We will make them hate themselves and their neighbours.

27. We will always hide the divine truth from them that we are all one.
This they must never know!

28. Drop-by-drop; drop-by-drop we will advance our goal.

29. We will take over their land, resources and wealth to exercise
total control over them.

30. We will deceive them into accepting laws that will steal the little
freedom they will have.

31. We will establish a money system that will imprison them forever,
keeping them and their children in debt.

32. When they shall ban together, we shah accuse them of crimes and
present a different story to the world for we shall own the media.
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33. When they shall rise up against us we will crush them like insects,
for they are less than that.

34. They will be helpless to do anything for they will have no weapons.
35. We will recruit some of their own to carry out our plans, we will
promise them eternal life, but eternal life they will never have, for
they are not of us.

36. The truth will be hidden in their face, so close they will not be able
to focus on it until it’s too late.

37. Oh yes, so grand the illusion of freedom will be that they will
never know they are our slaves!

38. When all is in place, the reality we will have created for them will
own them.

39. Their minds will be bound by their beliefs, the beliefs we have
established from time immemorial.

40. But if they ever find out they are our equal, we shall perish then.
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THIS THEY MUST NEVER KNOW!! If they ever find out that together
they can vanquish us, they will take action!

41. They must never ever find out what we have done, for if they do,
we shall have no place to run. No one shall give us shelter.

42. This is the Secret Covenant by which we shall live the rest of our
present and future lives, for this reality will transcend many
generations and life spans.

43. This covenant is sealed by blood, our blood!

(End of quotation from “The Secret Covenant.”)

And now we present to you from our own records “The
Despised Revolution” as a timely reprint:

"WE OF THE ROYAL FACTION OF DEBAUCHED TANKARDS DO HEREBY
PLACE WITHIN OUR SEAL THAT MANDATORY STATEMENT OF
FULFILLMENT, WHICH HAS LEFT US WITHOUT WORDS TO EVEN
PROTECT OURSELVES WITHIN THE PLUMAGE OF DESPISED
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REVOLUTION!
"THIS, MY BROTHERS OF ELITIST FACTION, WAS IN FACT PLACED
WITHIN OUR GRAVE SITE FOR ALL THOSE WHO MEDIATE AT THE
FRONT, THAT FROM THIS POINT FORTH WE HEREBY BROADSIDE HAVE
EXPOSED OURSELVES BY OUR VERY MANDATE.
"THE PEOPLE ARE WISE, IN THEY WILL PLACE ON OUR GRAVE SITES
THAT EPITOME WHICH STATES VERY SIMPLY THAT 'ONLY THE STARS
IN THEIR WISDOM GAIN PRUDENCE TO RULE OVER US, FOR WE ARE
THE EPITOME OF THEIR GLORY!"

(Quotation by Commander HATONN, Esquire of the Nations. Scribed by Uthrania Seila in 1994)

The GLOBAL AGENDA of the Federation of Free Planets
(Part 3 of 10)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, November 25, 2018

Agenda items 2 and 3 deal with gold and money, and I have made the
militaries in charge of dealing with the institutions and people involved
with the handling of those 2 matters from the viewpoint of ending the
hoarding of gold by the “few,” as well as instructed the generals on
how to proceed with beginning to close down the banking system and
its related institutions in progressive steps.
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Please bear in mind that with my following statements I am addressing
a loyal group of Generals from the U.S. military.

Agenda Item 2: All Gold Must Turn to Dust!
Well done, Generals! This next assignment is for you as well. It must be
executed in synchrony with all military generals of NATO, Australia,
Israel and Russia. Tell Israeli IDF Commanders, that if they consider
non-compliance with this operation, you will direct your guns at
them!
I have given the Israeli people a guarantee of safety, however, as with
anything, that guarantee is conditional upon their cooperation with the
new order we are now setting up for the people of this planet.
Of all affected nations it is mandatory that a possible objection by their
political leaders be overruled, and tell the Generals to remove any
leader or president who will not cooperate. That is an order!
Also have the Generals identify whether the leaders’ cooperation is
sincere or faked and agreed to grudgingly. Those leaders I want also
removed out of power and replaced by ones suited for the job we are
doing.
Russia is bit of a special case in that I hope to retain President Putin as
an ally. I need him for some future work there. Should he however
object to what I want his military generals in Russia to do next, who are
now under my command as well, then they must remove him from
power at my order. And tell them this order to compliance comes from
the former Czar of Russia who was assassinated in 1918 after the 1917
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Bolshevik revolution. They should be able to make a connection there.

Now, this is what I want done in as much synchrony as is physically
possible throughout the United States, NATO countries, Australia,
Israel, known offshore banking centers and Russia:
In all affected nation states I want all known and unknown gold
storage warehouses, like Ft. Knox, etc. identified and surrounded by
tanks, armored vehicles, and troop. I want all shipments of gold
among storage centers halted, and all gold reserves secured, with
release of gold only where required by the computer industry or other
industrial applications.
Shipments of gold to the industry out of these warehouses I want
tightly controlled in that quantities ordered must be a true reflection of
industrial consumption and consumer needs. The gold itself will be free
of charge except for shipping costs, I however expect to see industry
pass the benefit of cost savings on to their consumers.
The global military siege around gold will last until I say otherwise.
Central and South American countries, African countries, South East
Asian countries, etc., are all obligated to participate in synchrony with
this operation should they be able to identify gold storage facilities of
similar kind in their own countries. Do not allow either leader or
banker to starve the military of its cash in consequence of this action.
Take charge of this matter also.
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That is all. Be dismissed for now.

Agenda Item 3:
The Military Siege on the Money System Begins

The next operation, Generals, is similar to agenda item two. Here again
you must effect the cooperation of all other military generals
throughout the same nations as before.

I want all central banks everywhere surrounded by military hardware
like tanks, armored vehicles, troop, etc. They must include those of the
IMF, World Bank, Federal Reserve, IRS headquarters, Revenue Canada
head quarters and branches, mortgage companies, finance
companies, credit card companies, and whatever else collects taxes
and issues credit translating into debt for the people.
Their smaller branches, of which there are many, only require a small
contingent of armed troop each. Initially this siege on the financial
establishment will not result in interference to access by the public.
Permit business as usual unless I say otherwise. However monitor the
transactions of large sums of money aimed at undennining your own
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interests as a well funded force. Assure your own financial needs for
the military as a first priority before any other consideration. Your
financial platform must remain secure at all times. Arrest officials
immediately who are found in efforts to starve the military of cash.

In conjunction with this action I want all known national and
international bankers arrested, including all bank presidents worldwide,
and placed in custody where they will be held and treated like any
other inmate. They shall not be charged and tried for their crime of
operating a global conspiracy by reason of the fact that all governments
legitimized and condoned this activity, which I call high treason against
the people. They shall however be stripped of all properties they have
stolen with their money trick, including all gold they claim, and be
removed from all mansions they live in with their families, and shall be
put under replicated shelters to what Uthrania and I were forced to live
in while we were in Two Hills, Alberta.
They and their posterity may never hold positions of public trust, and
the surveillance on them shall be permanent, except in the privacy of
their own hovels.
They will be allowed to upgrade the shelters by themselves, but not
expand on the size of either of the two buildings.
Wood stoves is all they may have for heat. Their mobility shall be
restricted to the equivalent of one tank of gasoline per week, and they
shall be under a permanent travel ban identical to the effect their
money system had on ourselves.
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I also want them locked into a work program for 8 hrs/day except for
weekends.
This arrangement shall apply to not only ex-national and exinternational bankers, but to all elite which I will identify. The insiders
of the Bilderbergers I want arrested and the Elders of Zion identified
and hunted as Osama is at this time, should the organization of traitors
to humanity still exist.
The arrival of military forces around these financial institutions will
signal to all governments worldwide that from that date forth there
shall be no more payments made on national, state, provincial,
municipal, city, town, school and hospital debts. I want all public debt
falling under these categories erased and corresponding savings
passed on to the people in tax reductions or improvements on
services to the people.
I will give the people 30 days or less to observe the effects from these
cancellations. Then I will announce new ones and permit them
observation for perhaps another 30 days.
During these 60 days I want an intense information campaign begun,
making the people understand that the objective of these measures is
to phase out the use of all currency, and that thereafter their
contribution in maintaining an orderly flow of goods and services is
mandatory in return for having free access to basic essentials of life in
housing, clothing, food, transportation, consumer goods, etc., as all
cash tills and ATM’s will be removed and all banks closed
permanently.
Tell the people that discipline will make it work for the good of all. I
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want the people to understand that access to consumer goods is both,
a right, but also a privilege. A right in the sense that access cannot be
denied without valid reasons, and a privilege in the sense that it cannot
be demanded where supplies are limited or the distribution is unfair to
others.
People must continue to work, the trains must keep rolling, power
plants must not be shut down, factories must keep producing, farmers
continue to plant and seed, houses must be built as needed, cars must
be repaired by mechanics, and the refineries must continue to make fuel
for cars, trucks, locomotives and airplanes. And all of the above requires
people to display reliability in performing all these tasks as though they
were paid.
I want them to learn from bees and ants. Where guidance is required,
government officials will provide it and assure an orderly function of
the liberated economic apparatus.
I thank you for your attention, Generals. You are now dismissed.
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This part 4 deals mainly with debt and tax payment cancellations and
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shows the effect they have on the purchasing power of the people.
When the inequity of wealth distribution is removed, then the poor
and homeless will become some of the greatest beneficiaries of the
new (yet ancient) order of an absolutely money-free society, and the
people in general will be free to offer their talents for the total
liberation of each other.
Please bear in mind that with my following statements I am addressing
a loyal group of Generals from the U.S. Military.

Agenda Item 4:
Debt Cancellations Begun

Roughly 30 days have passed, and you will have found the impact on
your pocket books not to be overwhelming in that short space of time.

Hello, Generals, I am back to solicit your welcomed cooperation on the
next pleasurable assignment which will result in a more dramatic
impact on the spending power of the people.
Your mission in this is to act as enforcers in demanding the
cooperation of all banks and lending institutions. Non-compliance is
not an option:
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I demand from all banks and lending institutions, i.e. national banks,
private banks, international banks, mortgage companies, finance
companies, credit card companies, and tax collection centers,
including any money institution I may have missed here, to inform in
writing the entire pectrum of their clientele of debtors that all
outstanding portions of their debts have been cancelled back to zero.

This covers the full range of balances on corporate loans, business
loans, personal loans, farm debts, credit card balances, mortgages,
outstanding tax balances, and fines.
I herewith also put the people on notice that by my authority they are
no longer obligated to make monthly payments on these debts.
I will closely observe the effect this measure has on the economy, draw
my conclusions from that observation, and will decide the timing for
the next step. I want the banking institutions however to confirm to you
generals that all their customers have been notified by mail of all debt
cancellations!
That is all, my friends. Be dismissed.

Agenda Item 5:
Paradise Restored!
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Hello, my loyal Generals, and everyone else who is listening!
You will have noticed an enormous increase in purchasing power
combined with a dramatic reduction in cost to goods and services! Yet I
hope it will not have escaped your attention that all this apparent
prosperity and wealth has still not reached the destitute and homeless.
There still are pockets of poverty and despair in the midst of all this
abundance.
If the beneficiaries of debt relief are found only among those who
have property BECAUSE they played the system “smartly” and in the
end came out ahead when I wrote off their debts, then how has it
blessed the homeless, the destitute and poor? Not at all, unless they
are granted access to more soup kitchens or better cots to sleep on
under the night sky. Ridiculous!
This situation is an insult to the intelligence of man! When costs
approach zero and purchasing power becomes infinite, we have
imbalance, and not inflation where those endowed with money lay
exclusive claim on production, leaving out others that have no money
still without access to the comforts of life! In other words: the
appearance of prosperity has still not resolved the reality of poverty!
Now, Generals, this situation I want ended at midnight February 28,
2007. From March 2007 on there shall be no more money in circulation
world-wide!! (Roughly 90 to 120 after initial implementation of reforming the system).
I want all businesses to remove their cash tills, ATM machines, I want
the banks closed, insurance companies disbanded, tax collection
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centers shut down and recycle bins provided for the people to drop
their cash off at. From then on we will build shelters for the poor that
gives them dignified living, and they won’t have to worry about utility
bills, rent bills, and property tax invoices rolling in. They can then
finally go to the supermarket and come home with healthy food to eat
they never could afford before.
Any vacant commercial building or residential house confiscated by
any bank for non-payment of rent or mortgage payments will serve
the poor for their next free shelter to get these dear people off the
streets. And therein the man living in a mansion is not better off than
his brother who the night before slept on a wooden bench exposed to
elements of sleet and snow.
Money and gold have been the curse to all nations for thousands of
years, and once that system of economy became entrenched, the
people were ensnared and unable to free themselves from its evils.
They simply did not know how, for others who profited from its
presence would never agree to its abolition!
This time, people, you regained paradise without the shedding of
blood! But be prepared to shed the blood of anyone who ever would
dare rob you of it again!
What I have done for you this time I will never do again. I did not enjoy
it. I lost the sympathy of friends and family members over this issue.
The pathway to this accomplishment was full of rocks with sharp edges
cutting my feet along the way. But spurned on by the need to make up
for my failure to seek the welfare of the Russian people as the mightiest
man of the Empire, I resolved to never let the people down again!
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We are not finished yet, however. More work lies ahead. That’s all,
Generals. Go now, you are dismissed, and have fun with the “boys”
target shooting at ATM machines...! (Loud laughter)
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In the absence of all forms of “money,” the issue of property rights
must be re-examined under the principle of ONE FOR ALL, AND ALL FOR
ONE.
A stick of dynamite to possessions with the potential of giving
livelihood to others by the legal “owner” will therefore not do, just
because he had a bad day and intends to blow up what he owns.
Traditional “owners” of assets for the common good become
custodians of property with no right to destroy what at one time was
“theirs.”
In my address to the Generals and the public I am explaining the new
limitations of “property rights. ”
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Agenda Item 6:

Rights and Limitations of Ownership vis-a-vis Property Under
Public Trust

With the disappearance of money an adjustment must be made to the
traditional perception of ownership rights.

Under the new order the “owner” becomes the General Manager of
his company while the assets of that company fall under the category
of “Property under Public Trust.” It gives him the right to arrange the
labour force within as he sees fit and the right to exchange old,
outdated and worn production machinery and replace it with new,
more reliable or faster machines.
When the time comes that he wishes to retire, he divests himself of the
company and seeks an activity in life which gives him greater
satisfaction and more pleasure than running his (or her) former
company.
Now, the word “divest” has several meanings: to “sell off’ does no
longer apply, for there is no money for them to receive in exchange.
The meanings we are looking for is to “deprive”, “dispossess”, “free”,
or “rid.” “Dispossess” or “free” would be most fitting in our case.
And here the previous owner would have two choices: he can either
locate a competent man or woman from within or outside of his
organization, or place his company on a government-run bulletin board
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where officials would then look for a suitable person in his stead.
The right he does NOT have is to send all employees home and tell the
fire department to burn his buildings down with all the equipment in
it.
When he decided to “divest”, his company became property of public
trust. Therein lies the limitation of an ownership right.

By the same token let’s assume the formerly wealthy owner lives in a
mansion. His ownership right is to live there for as long as it pleases
him. Should he ever come to conclude the place is too big for him to
look after and keep clean and tidy, again, he has two options: He can
either find someone himself whom he trusts to enjoy and look after it,
or let an official from the government do it for him by listing his
property on a public bulletin board as - not “for sale” - but being
“vacant” or “available”.
The officials then in turn would in a responsible manner look for a new
“owner” with ability to enjoy his mansion by keeping it neat and tidy
and always in a good state of repair.
If the modest but elderly “owner” then cannot locate a bungalow
suitable for him by himself among those advertised by other owners as
“available”, then he should search through the listings kept up to date
by officials from government and perhaps find a residence suitable to
his liking in size and location, either “new” or “previously owned.”
Either way, both, his company and home temporarily became
“properties under public trust.”
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I have a preferred auto mechanic by the name of “Mike.” I saw him
struggle building up his own automobile repair shop, and he succeeded
because he is good at what he does and rips no customers off. If Mike
however prefers to run and operate the auto repair bays at Canadian
Tire instead, because that position is advertised on a bulletin board as
being “available” and more attractive to him, then he owes it to his
clients to find a replacement for his small shop or put it up on a board
as being “available.”
Since the impact of a possible closure of his “business” on the general
public is not severe, unlike that of Mr. Gates owing Microsoft, Mike
could also close his shop, and give his hoists and equipment away to
someone else who has a purpose for it.
And in that manner life goes on under more relaxed and enjoyable
conditions than having to worry about invoices, paperwork, debts,
accounting, utility bills, tax collectors, lawyer fees and profit
considerations. A first step of entry into paradise has been taken, giving
all a mere taste of much more glorious things to come.

In Sirach, written in Hebrew 2200 years ago by a man whose name was
Joshua, we read:

(Quote)

“Worrying about money will make you lose weight and lose sleep.
Worrying about business will keep you from sleeping just as surely as
a serious illness does!
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“Rich people work hard to make a lot of money; then they sit back
and live in luxury. Poor people work hard and have nothing to show
for it, and when they rest, they are still poor.
“No one who loves money can be judged innocent; his efforts to get
rich have led him into sin.
“Many have been ruined because of money, brought face to face with
disaster. Money is a trap for those who are fascinated by it, a trap
that every fool falls into.
“A person who gets rich without sinfully chasing after money is
fortunate. Do you know anyone like that? If so, we will congratulate
him for performing a miracle that no one else has ever been able to
do. If anyone has ever passed this test, he can be well proud.
“Has anyone ever known that he could get away cheating someone,
and not take advantage of it? If so, he deserves his wealth and
everyone will praise him for his generosity. ”
(End quote).

We are now at the threshold of a new era where there shall be no more
money in use which has in the past created moral temptations to take
liberal and unfair advantage of our brothers and sisters with whom we
are One!

The GLOBAL AGENDA of the Federation of Free Planets
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This agenda item simply deals with the transfer of Command Authority
away from the location of where the orders for making war on people
and nations are coming from now.

Written in October 2006 and at that time futuristic, I make no apology
for my intent of assuming control over the military of the United States,
and, hopefully also those of all other nations.
It is a necessary measure to unify the nations under the common and
paradisaical auspices of the Federation of Free Planets and that of the
star ships with which their commanders have prepared themselves for
the evacuation of all people before natural disasters strikes all the
people dead.
This address, like the other 5 before this one, is directed to the top
“brass ” of Admirals and Generals of the United States Military, with
hopefully all other ones paying attention and listening in.

Agenda Item 7:

A New Emblem for the Militaries
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Hello, Generals, it is me again, Reni Sentana-Ries, your friend and
Commander-in-Chief.
When we shall meet in person for the first time, I will give you an
emblem which I want you to display on every piece of moving hardware
belonging to the Army, Navy, and Air Force, as well as on the uniforms
of their personnel.
I am not interested in dismantling your forces, and you shall from here
on out never be known to fire a single shot in unwarranted
aggression, and the emblem you proudly carry with you around the
globe, bearing my name, shall inspire confidence to all people who see
it, that you are there as invincible guardians of their new-found happy
lives under the economic order of paradise!
Your forces will have the honour to bear it first, for you heeded my call
to accept me for your Commander-in-Chief, however down the road of
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perhaps only a short time hence, other military forces around the world
may wish to adopt it as well and signal to you their union with you as
guardians of the people’s happy lives.
Your mandate to shed blood, though, has not ended, and never will,
seeing that you at times may be required to use deadly force in the
defense of the true and newly established liberty of the people.
There will be zero tolerance from here on out for anyone plotting and
scheming in secrecy to effect a fall from paradise into yet another era
of tyranny through money and gold. This is where your guns come into
the picture to settle all such matters of what from here on out will be
called high treason.
Paradise can only be shielded by strength and superiority combined.
You may never have to fire a single shot again until time comes for
evacuation into better ships than you travel on now.
But your presence is needed to keep the foe at bay who is still lurking
around in many nations’ back yards, including that of your own!
Thank you for your attention.
And oh, for heaven’s sake, rechristen some of your ships that are still
named after political war mongers from the past. Also see if you can
find some nicer names than calling some of your flying contraptions
“Predator” or “Dominator.” Perhaps you can in the future take the
aggressive ring out of names you assign to your equipment.
Have a good day. You are now dismissed.
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Never at any time have I been given charge over the people of China.
They will have their own guide when the time comes. However the
trade requirements for China with other nations call for a mechanism
OUTSIDE of a cash/currency system as all other nations will by that time
no longer operate on the outmoded format of a financial system.
And so I have taken the liberty to make recommendations for China
which their leaders can implement at their own discretion.

Agenda Item 10:

To the Leaders of the Government of China (October 2006)

Hello, my distinguished friends in the great land of China.
You will have noticed that no directive I have issued here I ever made
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binding on you and your people, and neither will I in the future. My
mandate does not include China. Our own information on you indicates
that your people will have their own guide. Whether at this time you
have been able to identify who it is, I do not know.
However when that individual comes forward, be kind to him or her,
and place no barrier between that person and the people. He or she
will be no threat to your power of rule over the people of China, but
bear in mind that you and your people must be prepared for the
upcoming global evacuation just as much as we ourselves must be.
In my own writings on this website I have called the process of our
people’s preparation a reclamation. Since the timing for the end of this
world is the same for all of us, I strongly advise you to participate in
scrapping your money system as well. You and your people cannot
survive as an island left behind where money is still in use as a basis for
the exchange of goods and services you call “trade.”

My concern here is two-fold:
a) you can no longer be paid for any of your exports, and

b) the survival of your people makes an uninterrupted flow of imports
necessary for which you no longer can pay us, since our money use
has become obsolete.
However, in the absence of money at your end also, your economic
needs for the future in terms of imported raw materials, etc. will
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remain met by merely listing them in the form of a “trade” or
“demand” order similar to that of a purchase order. And conversely our
claim on products manufactured by your people will likewise be stated
in the form of a trade order.
Your continued use of currency at home would severely conflict with
the simplicity of all trade arrangements that are now possible among
nations. You should have no difficulty to match the expiry date of
currency in your country with that of our own.
Have a good day, gentlemen.
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As human beings we are the sum total of ALL our past and future
incarnations. Our words and deeds and attitudes in this life give
testimony of it.
While I have no conscious remembering of having been Ezra, I must still
say that the scrolls written by his hand lend credence to that
suggestion.
From historical figures that I have gotten to know up to this point, I can
with a clean conscience say I am like Lord Adonai, I am like Abraham, I
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am like Ezra, I am like Ceasar Augustus from the Roman Empire, I am
like a judge who failed himself during the Middle Ages but paid a high
price for his error in sound judgment, I am the consort of Queen
Victoria, and I am the reincarnation of the murdered Czar Nicholas II of
Russia.
What follows is not just information for my Generals, but also for the
general public. I feel very strongly that the words I speak today are
dismissed only at great peril of all who do so.

Agenda Item 11:

“Judgment Day” has arrived! (Part One)

2,400 years ago Ezra (myself) wrote into his scroll the following words
as given to him by Lord Uriel:

(quote)

“...the message will be about the end of the world and the
foundations (governments) of the world will understand that the voice is
speaking about them.
“They will tremble and quake because they know that they will
undergo a change when the end comes...
“The time is near when I will come to judge the people living on Earth.
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I will punish those who have hurt others with their injustice...
“This age which is about to pass away, will have the final seal put on
it.
“Then I will give the following sign: the books will be opened across
the sky for all to see . The hearts and minds of people on Earth will be
changed. Evil will be destroyed and deceit eliminated. Faith will grow
strong, corruption will be overcome, and truth which has not
produced fruit for so long, will make itself felt again.”
(End quote).

At the time Ezra was warned to “not be so quick to raise useless
questions in the present age; then you will not be so quick to do so in
the final age.”
(“The Mancharians’ Newest Civilization” became the Q&A book of the “final age” in which I
asked the questions to which the Mancharians (our creators) provided the answers to.)

And when, according to ancient prophecy, would “Judgment” come?
Ezra wrote:
(quote from text written 2,400 years ago)

“When you see that some of the signs I have told you about have
appeared, you will know that the time has come when God Most High
will bring judgment on the world he has created.
“There will be Earthquakes, national rebellions (revolutions, insurrections),
international intrigues (conspiracies), unstable leaders (democracies, elections),
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and confused rulers

(leaders who cannot understand why events unfold the way they

do).

“When you (Ezra) see these things happening, you will know that they
are what God Most High has spoken about since the beginning of
creation.”
(End quote).

With reference to events radiating out of America into the world Ezra
wrote:
(quote)

“You saw the angry lion (the Lion of the Tribe of Judah) come roaring out of
the forest (shed his disguise) and you heard it speak to the eagle (the United
States of America) and rebuke it for the evil it had done (read my article “Curse on
America”) and for all that it had said (lies, deception, betrayals).
“The lion represents the Messiah whom God Most High has held back
until the end. He will be a descendant of David (from the House of Judah) and
will come to speak to the rulers.
“He will rebuke them for their wickedness, their sinfulness, and their
contempt for God’s ways. While they are still living he will bring them
to judgment, condemn them for their sin and destroy them (strip them of
their power).

“But he will have mercy on the rest of my people, those who are left in
my land. He will set them free and make them happy (restore back to them
their long lost paradise) until the end comes (evacuation day).
(End quote).
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“Judgment Day is final and sets the final seal on truth for all to
see.”

(See Agenda Item 7).

It may as well have been a good thing that my own scroll of ancient
times never made it into the canon of today’s Bible. There was too
much truth in it for even religionists of the past to stomach.
IT SPARED MY OWN SCROLL LROM HITTING THE CHOPPER BLADES OF
THE SHREDDER INTO WHICH ALL THE OTHER CANONIZED BOOKS OF
THE BIBLE ARE COMMISSIONED!
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Will anyone hold me guilty or narcissist if I speak truth about myself? I
hope not. My position is one which requires me to get through to you
all lest I fail my mission.
In that context please read from the record I wrote 2,400 years ago and
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be mindful of the references therein pertaining to the time we live in
today.

(Quoted from my own record of October 2006):

Judgment Day is here, and the only Judgment ruling this Day will be
that of my own!
No religious book on Earth will tell me how to conduct it, not even my
own scroll of the past!
Yet many trembling under the thunder of my words will be surprised to
learn that Judgment Day is less about punishment for wrongs of the
past than it is on forgiveness for those wrongs. To many this Day will
see their “sins” of the past forgiven without the need for anyone
shedding blood as a “sacrifice” for those “sins”. Indeed, I want you
people to begin purging this label from your minds.
From now on be aware however of negative life expressions stunting
your personal growth, for you ought to prepare yourselves for entering
worlds where the word “sin” is not even part of their vocabularies!
The value judgment on any deed of your past or any of your future
will from here on out not be made necessarily by people around you,
neither by society nor traditions, but as you connect back to the inner
godhood of yourselves, you then see and judge for yourselves
whether proceeding with any intent will be either beneficial or
detrimental to your growth or personal progression, and therein you
find yourselves guided by an accurate understanding between right
and wrong, which your own inner godhood is capable of giving you.
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Also develop the capacity to forgive yourself for errors of your past and
begin connecting to your inner Higher Self!
But I warn some of you, there will be “sins” that belong outside of the
category of instant forgiveness, and they will be judged by the universal
measuring stick of acceptable and permissible conduct.
Also begin to grasp and understand the necessity of upholding the
guidelines of universal ethics.
When I say “universal”, that is exactly what I mean: A STANDARD OF
ETHICS ACCEPTED BY THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE OF LIGHTED BEINGS! Your
personal acceptance of that standard will open the doorways for you to
become re-admitted into higher worlds existing beyond this Earth.
Any conduct performed with intent of victimizing or inflicting injury
on others is taboo by the universal standard of ethics and will be
judged accordingly where then society is taking over to protect itself.
When the generals get my word and follow my lead, they merely fulfill
what was accurately foretold in my own ancient writing not found in
your official Bible book:

(quote)

“But Judgment Day will be the end of the present age and the
beginning of the future age.
“Then all corruption will end, self-indulgence and disloyalty will be
eliminated.
“Righteousness and truth will reach their full maturity.
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“So on Judgment Day no one will be able to have mercy on those who
have been condemned, and no one will be able to harm those who
have been acquitted.”
(End quote from the record of 2,400 years ago)
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This final entry to the GLOBAL AGENDA deals with our need for a
truthful understanding of mankind’s history. THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE
somewhere buried underneath 1000’s of history books full of lies and
half-truths, which are also lies.
And so I am asking my Generals to organize a global effort of seeking
out ALL hidden historical records still available which will give us that
truthful and rounded picture of WHAT REALLY HAPPENED while we
were evolving here on Earth up to the point we have arrived at today.
It’s a monumental task, I know, however it must be done in order for all
of us to finally work ourselves out from underneath all the lies we have
been told throughout centuries, and even millennia.
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Agenda Item 17

And the Books Are Being Opened...!

(Taken from my records made in October 2006)

Good morning, Generals. I want the historical record of the past set
straight. This is the ugliest assignment I have given you so far, however
it needs to be done in order for the most accurate record of mankind’s
history we can possibly produce to go into the archives of the Akashic
Records.
The match between the one we will create at the end of this age and
the one which all participants have written by the hand of their own
lives should match as closely as possible the one which already exists
scattered throughout the Akashic Records now. You may compare it to
defragmenting a hard drive.

1. From the general public I want men and women to come forward
who wish to participate in this awful task: historians, scientists,
anthropologists, laymen, laywomen, researchers, and so on, and who
will then create many teams throughout many countries, to conduct an
array of historical research of the past, past events, the rise and fall of
kingdoms, the intrigues and treacheries of their leaders, the wars they
conducted, the secret societies they formed, the monarchies they
destroyed, the doctrines they invented to deceive the people, the
economic and philosophical systems they created to control the
masses, the schemes with which they plotted to overthrow righteous
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civilizations and societies, their names, the hierarchies of their power,
the texts of secret covenants they wrote, their religions, and also the
good deeds many did throughout mankind’s known history.
2. As resources I want you to be given access to all major libraries of the
world, all archives held by governments, museums and religious
institutions.
3. I want Pope Benedict to secure the archival records of the Vatican
until your teams arrive to work there, and I want you to have access to
all records and translations of the Dead Sea Scrolls, classified or not.
There also are the Society for Historical Review, the Canadian and
Australian League of Rights and their archived books, NASA, the
Pentagon, etc.
4. For example: we need the facts about the Tower of Babel,
5. the “wheel” Ezekiel described,
6. the Sumerian people and their records, their connections to the
extraterrestrials,
7. Atlantean technology,
8. why technology became lost for so long,
9. the “pillar” of fire from Moses’ days,
10. how the pyramids were built and by whom, and for what purpose,
11. who designed and constructed the monuments on Mars,
12. what wars destroyed the surface of Mars, where has Mars’
atmosphere gone and by what mechanism was it lost,
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13. what are the facts of mankind’s origin on Earth,
14. why do we have different races, indicating a fallacy in the theory
that all of mankind came from Adam and Eve,
15. are the theories of genetic evolution accurate,
16. are the “miracles” of Christ true,
17. how does prophecy come about which speaks of future events,
where does it come from,
18. who invented religion and instituted the abomination of animal
sacrifice,
19. the truth about Moroni,
20. who lied about the alleged need for innocent human blood as
payment for others’ “sins”,
21. who were the “gods” that demanded to be “worshiped”,
22. why are we not told the facts of reincarnation and that of our own
godhood potential,
23. why are we being forced now to throw religion into the trash bins
of mankind’s screwed-up history after millennia of human suffering
from lack of understanding,
24. which catastrophes were caused by interplanetary conjunctions,
and what planets were involved,
25. how did the asteroid belt come into being,
26. is time travel possible, and if so, why;
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27. why did the God of Moses condone money and then says: “Look
after the poor!” if even then money was at the root of all poverty;
28. who was Moses’ “God”,
29. why so many wars,
30. and why was the library of Alexandria burned to the ground?

31. I want the truth about Pearl Harbor,
32. the Russian Revolution,
33. the wars of Europe,
34. the Fall of Rome,
35. the Jewish Holocaust,
36. why does man oppress woman,
37. the Kennedy assassination,
38. the massacres of the Palestinians and that of the Armenians,
39. depleted uranium and its consequences from use in warfare,
40. why and how did the towers of New York come down,
41. atomic underground tunneling,
42. the reintroduction of torture in modem times,
43. the origin and purpose of freemasonry,
44. the Illuminati,
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45. all revolutions,
46. extraterrestrial captives and how they have been treated by the
established elite,
47. and anything else you may find important for us to understand why
and how events of the past unfolded the way they did.

I hope you have time enough to finish this work before conditions on
this planet call for our global evacuation. Before we leave this planet
we need the “air we breathe” cleared of all misconceptions. Here the
teams must learn to emotionally detach themselves from the
information they find and proceed on that basis.
When the research is done and the picture of humanity’s past is clear,
the purpose of this exercise is fulfilled, and we can then move on with
worlds of bliss we create for ourselves, having thoroughly learned from
the mistakes of our past.
To facilitate a free flow of information from the work of these teams
back to the people, I want all teams to have full access to the internet,
operate their own websites where they will publish condensed
reports of their findings, interlink with each other, and for the
purpose of reaching all people everywhere with their information we
must now aim to provide every household with the opportunity to
have connection to the net.
Thank you, Generals, for your attention. You are now dismissed.
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The Federation of Free Planets' Pathway to Paradise

THE SECURITY PANEL
(Written by Reni Sentana-Ries , October 2006)

1. Internal Structure
a) The national SECURITY PANEL consists of 12 men and 12 women
per nation.
b) The qualifications of these members are given under the link called
“Qualifications.”
c) All members are equal including their chairman or chairwoman.
d) The panel regenerates from within, meaning each new member is
chosen by themselves, using identical qualifications as described under
“Qualifications” from the public in the event of a member’s death,
incapacitation, or expulsion for inability to be of one mind with all. The
12x12 male/female ratio must always be maintained.
e) During the meetings, being seated around a round large table or a
set of curved tables placed side by side into a large ring, each male
member must be flanked by two female and vice versa. They must be
seated alternately.
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f) Chairman rotation is not obligatory.

2. Powers of the SECURITY PANEL
All powers of this Panel pertain to security only. All decisions by the
SECURITY PANEL must be unanimous. The Panel’s powers are:

a) To direct all security operations conducted by the wing of the
armed national police force in charge of security only. Therefore the
security wing of the armed police force is not accountable to the
national government or its president, but to the SECURITY PANEL.

b) The SECURITY PANEL directs and oversees all operations of the
national military force.
(Revised January 31, 2016)

c) The SECURITY PANEL has power to remove out of office any official
holding either substantial or regular public trust who acts in
contradiction to the spirit of oneness by undennining the paradisiacal
economic environment of the people or is disruptive in conduct to the
peace among people.
d) The SECURITY PANEL appoints all officials into offices as holders of
substantial public trust. Their selections are for life until they choose to
step out of office at their own discretion or become incapacitated in
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the opinion of the Panel. See under “Interpretations” to identify
holders of the office of substantial public trust.
e) The SECURITY PANEL will assure that no people living under the
paradisiacal order will enjoy preferential status above that of the people
as has been the case with family lines that were considered "royal."
Paradise has no "royals" living in them, only people living in a oneness
of mind.
(Revised January 31, 2016)

3. Accountability of the SECURITY PANEL
Unlike any other person holding public office, the 24 members of the
national SECURITY PANEL are accountable to the High Council of the
Federation of Free Planets.
(Revised January 31, 2016)

4. Identification of the SECURITY PANEL members
Each member of the SECURITY PANEL is given a badge of authority
and an identifying feature on their clothing.
The replacement of persons must accompany a document signed by all
members stating reasons for dismissal from public office and be
delivered by no fewer than three SECURITY PANEL members, showing
their badges and being accompanied by one or more armed security
police officers.
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No removal of persons from office will be accompanied by charges,
trials or punishment, and no Panel’s decision is subject to an appeal.

5. Security arrangements for large nation states or empires
(Revised January 31, 2016)

It is impossible for one SECURITY PANEL alone to handle all security
matters occurring in large nation states. In those cases the jurisdictions
assigned to the Panel can be divided by geographic area and function.

a) Dividing a national SECURITY PANEL in geographic areas of
jurisdiction.
The Panel has the power to divide the nation’s land mass into two
halves of approximately equal size using provincial or state boundaries.
One half it retains for itself and the other half is then assigned to a
newly created Panel appointed by themselves, where each new
member is subjected to the screening process under ’’Qualifications”.
Should the two newly created areas still be too large to manage, then a
further division of geographic area, using the same procedure becomes
necessary. No Panel has the right to divide the nation or a zone up into
more than two geographic areas at a time. All such decisions by the
Panel must be unanimous.

b) Dividing a national SECURITY PANEL by function.
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The moment a nation state or large empire is out of necessity
compelled to begin dividing its land mass into 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or more
zones, it becomes necessary for the very first established SECURITY
PANEL to also divide its function. The two functions are:

(1) to direct the operations of the armed wing of the security police
force, and direct the military.
(2) To assign qualified persons into offices of substantial public trust,
and to remove persons holding either substantial or regular public trust
where removal is warranted.
In that case, upon the first division of a nation state into two zones, the
fallout from that division will result in three SECURITY PANELS of 24
members each. Two Panels would look after jurisdiction (2) described
as a “function” and one Panel would focus its attention
unencumbered by other responsibilities on jurisdiction (1), also
described as a “function”.
No official holding an office of substantial public trust has the right of
access to any national SECURITY PANEL except for the solicitation of
advice.
(Revised January 31, 2016)

6. The Power of Dissolution
Just as a SECURITY PANEL has the power to divide its jurisdictions in
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half by creating new Panels, so does it have the power to dissolve itself
where the workload no longer justifies its existence. This however must
only be done in agreement with another Panel which is willing to take
over the additional work load left behind by the outgoing one. When
the number of SECURITY PANELS is back down to one per nation, no
further dissolution is allowed.

7. Redundancy of National Elections
The presence of a national SECURITY PANEL and its powers makes
national, provincial, state & civic elections unnecessary as persons are
being selected into positions of substantial public trust.

8. Tools of the SECURITY PANEL
ALL SECURITY PANEL members are expected to keep themselves
informed of what is going on in the country. Their resources are
technically unlimited:
a) information gleaned by intelligence agencies.
b) Information gleaned by the armed security police force.
c) Radio, television, newsprint information and books, i.e. “Secret
Societies,” etc.
d) complaints filed by the public
e) regular contact with officials chosen by the Panel.
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f) regular contact with officials holding regular public trust.
g) the internet,
No Panel member is to be kept on a “leash” in the responsible
execution of his or her duty.
Unlimited travel must be allowed. No person or agency has the right to
withhold information demanded by a SECURITY PANEL member.
All members of any Panel have the right to unlimited communication
with any other panel member anywhere in the world. Internal
communication among members via internet is encouraged. All
members have the right to armed guards for protection if they feel that
is necessary.

9. Conflict Resolution
In the event of a deadlock at any SECURITY PANEL, the issue can be
brought before myself for conflict resolution. This move must not be
considered a threat to Panel members holding a dissenting voice. A
person’s conscience we respect.
We discern between a natural difference of opinion and the
abandonment of a spirit of oneness.
No member is obligated to go against his or her best discernment of
what is right or wrong when a certain path of action is under
consideration.
Conflict resolution can also be attained through the liberty each Panel
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member has to consult with any other Panel or member anywhere in
the world. There will be no restriction on flow of information from one
Panel to another. No Panel is an island all by itself. No mission or
initiative any member embarks on will be considered a waste of time or
effort. It will be looked upon as a “labour of love” in the best interest of
the people.

10. Limitations to the Power of a National SECURITY PANEL
a) No surveillance will be permitted within the confines of a private
home. Surveillance of telephone calls (wireless or land) will not be
considered an encroachment on privacy to persons placed under it,
even if made from a private home.
b) No SECURITY PANEL may dictate any form of punishment or
restrictions on individuals caught in the dragnet of surveillance. A
Panel’s power of removing persons out of offices of public trust is not
considered a form of punishment.
c) No Panel has authority outside of its own designated zone of
jurisdiction. It may not interfere with decisions made by officials
holding offices of substantial public trust except give notification of its
disagreement. Its only power of interference is the potential removal
of those officials if it deems it necessary. Any Panel may pass on advice
to a leader if asked to do so, however the advice must be based on the
Panels’ unanimity.
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11. The SECURITY PANEL vis-a-vis the Armed Security Wing of the
National Police Force.
a) The Panel issues mandate and guidelines for all aspects of security
surveillance to the police force and their agents, including directives to
the bearing of arms or that of non-lethal weapons.
b) The Panel will select leading officers for only one level into the
hierarchy of the security police as well as that of the regular police
force in accordance with requirements as outlined under
“Qualifications.”
c) Police personnel below the first level of hierarchy will be selected
under “Qualifications” requirement by the lead officer who was
selected by the Panel.
d) The Security Police Force are given the highest state-of-art
surveillance equipment and training, and has the right of choice to give
notice of surveillance on individuals and groups or not. This freedom is
for the purpose of fairness to persons under surveillance balanced with
a public’s right to effective surveillance.
e) Individuals caught in an attempt of undermining the economic order
of paradise by means of plotting in secrecy and found in organizing
armed insurrection against the new order must be handed over into
military custody where I will consult with my generals, and we will then
decide on all matters of justice for them.
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12. The SECURITY PANEL vis-a-vis the Military
a) No general is under obligation to obtain permission to use deadly
force when attacked by surprise, or if he has reliable information
leading them to pockets of armed revolt against the order of paradise.
The latter requires a detailed report back to the SECURITY PANEL, and a
copy of the report must go to myself.
b) The Panel will assess military strength requirements and make
adjustments as required.
c) The Panel will decide on the type of weapons eligible for
deployment.
d) The Panel will order the dismantling or destruction of all mini
nukes, A-bombs, H-bombs, chemical weapons, biological weapons,
depleted uranium ammunitions and bombs, daisy cutter bombs,
cluster bombs, and land mines as soon as global consensus among all
SECURITY PANELS worldwide has been obtained. The dismantling of
this hardware will occur simultaneously.

13. Initial Assignment from the SECURITY PANEL
In all likelihood a SECURITY PANEL’S main work load will consist of
guiding and directing the affairs of the armed wing of the national
police force in charge of security and surveillance.
Initially I want the SECURITY PANEL to instruct surveillance on...
(Items deleted. To be resolved when the time will come)
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The Global Agenda calls for STRUCTURAL CHANGES TO
GOVERNMENTS

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, December 3, 2018

The affair of running a nation is under New Era rules no longer
“business as usual” because allowance is being made for the human
intellect to be creative IN THE POSITIVE, where motivation for “lawmakers” (so-called) choices is no longer MONEY!
In this report I am showing a reproduction from my two webpages
http://freeearthsystem.net/
And starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk . It’s meant for all those folks who
freely browse around in my Facebookpage, but never go into my two
websites.
The text following text I developed in 2006.

STRUCTURAL CHANGES TO GOVERNMENTS
1. The selection of persons into offices of substantial public trust by
the SECURITY PANEL makes general elections obsolete.
National, provincial and state governors, presidents and prime
ministers, premiers and mayors of cities and towns above 24,000
residents must all be appointed by the SECURITY PANEL. Their teams or
cabinets are chosen by the appointed administrators.
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All presidents, prime ministers, premiers, governors and mayors are
accountable firstly to the SECURITY PANEL.
When the time comes and I depart, my Office will go with me.
2. All houses of elected members like the Congress, Senate, Duma or
Bundestag will be disbanded and its men and women be replaced by
two or more appointed representatives from each region who have
gone through the screening process as explained under
“Qualifications”, and who then may become a pool of resource for
appointments by the appointed head of state.
His or her drain from this resource pool as appointed officials will make
it necessary to replace those regional individuals by new appointments
for those houses, so that the number of regional members is always
proportional to the number of regions in the country.
3. With regard to the justice system It is my opinion that in a
paradisaical environment it will be impossible for the justice system to
retain its present shape. Many laws will become redundant, eliminating
avenues for violation.
I want society to assign wise, fair, and honorable men and women into
positions of trust as judges in cases where disputes still occur. Set up a
council for the purpose of restructuring the justice system to adjust it
to the new conditions.
I also fail to see the need for continued forced incarceration except in
cases of violence causing bodily harm or property damage. Find a fair
system where victimizers are given the opportunity to make restitution
for harm or damage done. Rulings must be consistent with the public’s
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right to safety. Let verdicts cease to bear the nature of punishment and
assume the character of rehabilitation, which includes the seeking of
relief for a person’s troubled mind. The temporary loss of certain rights
or privileges (luxury, wealth, travel, transportation, etc.) would be
acceptable where public safety is at risk.

4. Constitutions.
a) Constitutions define structure and powers of governments and their
respective areas of jurisdiction.
b) I want to see the formation of a panel of enlightened men and
women to re-write the constitution reflecting the preferred structure
of Government consistent with my own requirements for a paradisaical
system.
National or ethnic uniqueness in a constitutional structure is no
violation of the principle need for oneness among all human beings.
The model presented here under 2. is one of perhaps many options.

5. Human Rights.
a) The Declaration of Universal Human Rights of the United Nations is a
good starting point for a review of fundamental rights for all under a
paradisaical economic system.
b) Similar to 4. (b).
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6. Legal Rights.
a) The application of fundamental justice equally granted to all and
blended with all human rights and constitutions should leave no human
being behind with a feeling of having been dealt with unfairly by a
reformed system of justice.
Should you feel the need for putting legal rights into the framework of
a written bill, then feel free to do so. In that case follow the advice as
given under 4 (b) with regard to legal rights.
b) All persons selected under 4., 5. and 6. must pass the screening
process under the link “Qualifications.”

THE UNITED NATIONS
I want the Secretary General of the United Nations to remain in his
office for life unless he chooses to step down at his own volition.
We can now proceed to dismantle the Security Council, for from here
on out it is the enlightened ones who will guarantee the security of the
nations.
The General Assembly however has enormous potential for displaying
unity among its member states, and therefore it may remain intact. Its
members must meet the requirements as laid out under
“Qualifications.”
Many auxiliary organizations of the U.N. will become redundant. The
Secretary General and I will discuss all issues around a necessary
restructuring of the United Nations, and as soon as we have reached a
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consensus you will hear about it.

QUALIFICATIONS
Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries:

The series “Restoring Paradise” is a reproduction here on Facebook
from
my
websites
freeearthsvstem.
net/
and
starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk . It’s meant for all those folks who
freely browse around in my Facebook page, but never go into my two
websites, and by doing so do not understand the purpose of my own
and Uthrania ’s public appearance at this time in mankind’s turmoiled
history.
Do not be offended if I base the authority of my words on an Office I
hold vis-a-vis the people and their need for restoration back onto true
dignity. For that I make no excuse because the validity of my claim
does not depend on anyone’s recognition or approval.

The text following was developed in 2006.

QUALIFICATIONS
1. Qualifications for the selection of a SECURITY PANEL Member
A SECURITY PANEL member must...
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a) be a dedicated supporter of the changes undertaken to convert this
messed-up world into a new one where a paradisiacal condition is
restored back to the people.
b) Have the ability to unite in agreement with others without
compromising on principles of justice and fairness, and be able to
merge into a oneness of mind with others.
c) Not be a respecter of person in matters of right and wrong.
d) Be consistent in righteousness.
e) Be willing to travel and attend meetings as they are called for (May
be accompanied by a spouse on trips).
f) Be able to read and write
g) Be prepared to answer to the High Council of the Federation of Free
Planets for his or her actions and decisions while a member of the
Panel.
h) Not have a husband or wife as Panel member prior to being selected.
i) Be willing to work on special assignments.
j) Be 30 years or older.
k) Not be handicapped by religious distortions of reality.

2. Qualifications for the selection of a person into an office of
substantial public trust by either the Grande World Counselor or a
national SECURITY PANEL.
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The search for a qualified individual into the position as leader of a
nation, or that of a large state or province, or a large city, or a town of
over 24,000 residents calls for a screening process through which he or
she must go.
The holder of an Office of “substantial public trust” must...
a) same as 1 (a)
b) same as 1 (b)
c) same as 1 (c)
d) same as 1 (d)
e) does not apply.
f) Same as 1 (f)
g) Be prepared to answer to the Grande World Counselor for his or her
performance as righteous ruler, governor or mayor.
h) Does no apply.
i) Does not apply.
j) Same as 1 (j)
k) Same as 1 (k)
I) Have good leadership skills and discernment in the selection of his or
her own team.
3. Qualification for the selection of a person into an Office of regular
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public trust by the head of state, or governor, or mayors of large cities
or towns over 24,000 residents, or by other official downward in the
hierarchy of public structure of authority.

The search for a qualified individual into a position anywhere through
the governmental apparatus calls for a screening process through
which he or she must go.
Any holder of any office of public trust at any level, called “regular
public trust” must
a) same a 1 (a)
b) same as 1 (b)
c) same as 1 (c)
d) dame as 1 (d)
e) does not apply.
f) Same as 1 (f)
g) Be prepared to answer to his or her next level of authority upward.
h) Does not apply.
i) Does not apply.
j) Be 21 years or older
k) Same as 1 (k)
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l) Have training in his or her field of expertise pertaining to the office.

MY FINAL WORD OF CAUTION
(futuristic)
Preamble:
The series “Restoring Paradise” is a reproduction here on Facebook
from
my
websites
freeearthsystem.net
and
http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk
It’s meant for all those folks who freely browse around in my Facebook
page, but never go into my two websites, and by
doing so do not completely understand the purpose of my own and
Uthrania’s public appearance
at this time in mankind’s turmoiled history.
Do not be offended if I base the authority of my words on an Office I
hold vis-a-vis the people and their need for restoration back onto true
dignity. For that I make no excuse because the validity of my claim does
not depend on anyone’s recognition or approval.

The text following was developed in 2006.

(Military Generals, please make these Final Words of Caution worth
more than just the ending of a good movie out of Hollywood!)
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My Final Words of Caution:
To the peoples and nations of this Earth do I speak a final word of
caution. It is also a warning to you and your children, and to this
warning you must give your highest possible unrelenting priority. Day
and night your security forces must remain vigilant.
I want the people to demand from your governments and councils
regular reports back to them on the status and quality of a surveillance
on which the continuation of your paradisaical liberty depends. Now
take this to heart:
In the past you were not united with your brother, you were
fragmented. You failed to seek your brother’s welfare. To you he was
competition to be outsmarted, to be taken advantage of, to be
exploited as a labour force, to be killed in wars when you were ordered
to or when it suited your egocentric interests, to be betrayed if you
could get away with it, to steal from and to see him gone rather than
have him for a friend.
THAT WAS YOUR MISTAKE!
YOU WERE NOT ONE WITH YOUR BROTHER; AND LADIES, YOU WERE
NOT ONE WITH YOUR SISTER!
And in that condition of mental fragmentation of one human being
from another you did not realize that you were surrounded by a people
who understand the power of oneness and acted accordingly. You were
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large in number and they were small, you were fragmented but they
were united and acted as one, and so you were conquered and became
their slaves.
For thousands of years they lived among you, keeping you in disarray,
toil, blood and agony. They controlled every aspect of your miserable
existences, and you did not know them, neither did you know what
they were doing, and you even came to their defense when they
claimed rights for themselves which you were denied!
They gave you religion and you fell for it, they gave you governments
which you never controlled, they gave you laws to limit your rights and
freedoms, above which they exalted themselves, they took your gold
and gave you paper, they gave you money to assure your poverty, they
fed you lies and you devoured them all! And here is the secret of their
power:
THEY ARE ONE AND YOU WERE NOT!! BECOME ONE AS THEY ACTED AS
ONE PEOPLE AGAINST YOUR INTERESTS, AND YOU WILL NEVER AGAIN
BECOME THEIR SLAVES!
I said: Put them under perpetual surveillance! To assist you in that
effort I have given you a national SECURITY PANEL of 12 men and 12
women, endowed them with the power of oneness and passed onto
their shoulders the awesome responsibility of keeping your paradise
safe from predators and conspirators. I have made them in charge of all
security forces and the military as tools to carry out their mandate!
Oneness have I made to them a mandatory condition before their
decrees can be carried out. Never in the known history of man have
ever nations and peoples been governed by authority placed under
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such a tall order for effecting its decisions. This I have done to
guarantee the safety of your new-found liberty in perpetuity and instill
upon you a feeling of being secure. Support them and be one with
them. Be one people from here on out for the foe is still among you
who in the past took action in its own separate oneness against all your
interests and made a hell out of all your surroundings.
Remember though one thing: Their oneness was in secrecy, but yours
must be natural and evident to all. Understand that oneness is a state
of being, and less one of doing. Do not permit secret combinations to
rise up in your midst to rob you of your life essence. Their tools of
money and religion were only two of many you so readily fell for.
I have given your freedom back to you, and returned to you control
over the destiny of your own lives. But I assure you of one thing: what
I have done for you this time I will never repeat, for I have my own
happiness to pursue, one which I fail to identify in a struggle for
liberties which you lose for failing to be One.
Your price of freedom is eternal vigilance, but to that vigilance you
must now add your new-found oneness with your brothers and sisters
all over the world, and then you will become what creation always
expected you to be: a free people, worthy of experiencing perpetual
joy, and only then will your reclamation remain an ongoing record of
success.
- Reni Sentana-Ries. (Your benefactor from the stars)

This "blueprint” for setting up the paradisiacal order of mankind's
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future is published under "Fair Use” copyright rules 17 U.S. Code § 107
- Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use:

"....the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by
reproduction in copies or phono records, or by any other means
specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, comment,
news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use),
scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright.
In determining whether the use made of a work in any particular case is
a fair, use the factors to be considered shall include
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is
of a commercial nature or is for non-profit educational purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the
copyrighted work as a whole; and

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the
copyrighted work.
The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding of fair
use if such finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors.
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